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MODELING A BORDER GATEWAY PROTOCOL NETWORK

Background

[0001] Each device on the Internet is assigned an Internet Protocol (IP) address which allows that device to be located for purposes of communication with other devices. There are two versions of IP that are currently in use – IP version 4 (IPv4) and IP version 6 (IPv6) – which each have their own form of IP address. In particular, an IP version 4 address comprises 32 bits and is divided into 4 octets such that it takes the form A.B.C.D where each of A, B, C, and D is a decimal number between 0 and 255. An IP version 6 address comprises 128 bits and is divided into 8 groups of four hexadecimal numbers such that it takes the form K:L:M:N:0:P:Q:R where each of K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R is a hexadecimal number between 0000 and FFFF.

[0002] Since there are more than 4.2 billion possible IPv4 addresses, if there were no organization of the IP address it would be very difficult to locate a particular IP address in the Internet. Devices would have to keep track of all 4.2 billion addresses and how to get to each address. Accordingly, to make it easier to locate an IP address on the Internet, contiguous IP addresses (in either form) are grouped together into what is referred to as a sub-network or subnet. IP addresses that belong to the same subnet share a certain number of most significant bits (i.e. the first part of their IP addresses are the same) and the remaining least significant bits are used to uniquely identify the device associated with the IP address. Accordingly, an IP address can be divided into a routing prefix (the shared bits) and a host identifier.

[0003] A prefix is generally represented by the first address of the subnet, followed by a slash “/” then a number defining how many bits are in the prefix. This number is referred to as the subnet mask. For example 192.168.1.0/24 is an IPv4 prefix that starts at address 192.168.1.0 and covers the first 24 bits of the address, leaving 8 bits to be used for device addresses. Therefore the last address of the subnet is 192.168.1.255. The subnet mask can also be expressed as a dot-decimal notation in the same way as an IP address. For example, a 24 bit subnet mask can be represented in the form 255.255.255.0.

[0004] Organizations can be assigned one or more prefixes. All of the prefixes under the control of a single organization form what is referred to as an autonomous system (AS). Each AS is assigned a globally unique number referred to as an autonomous system number (ASN) which uniquely identifies the AS. The autonomous systems are connected together to allow communication between autonomous systems.
The autonomous Systems use an Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) to exchange
routing information and to route traffic between autonomous systems. Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP) version four is currently the de-facto standard EGP for inter-AS routing. Each
AS uses BGP to notify any other AS that it is connected to of the prefixes that it is responsible
for (e.g. has been assigned) and any other prefixes that is knows about. Each AS stores the
information about all the prefixes it knows about (e.g. those that are local to it and those that it
has learned about from other autonomous systems) and what the possible routes are to each
prefix. Each AS then uses one or more metrics to select the best route to each prefix from
the list of possible routes. In this way each AS only needs to keep track of each prefix instead
of each IP address. However, an EGP (e.g. BGP) typically only indicates the next EGP router
in the path and thus another routing protocol may be required to route the traffic between
EGP routers.

Autonomous systems can be categorized into one of three types: stub, multihomed or
transit. A stub AS is an AS that is connected to only one other AS. A multihomed AS is
connected to at least two ASs for backup purposes so that Internet connectivity can be
maintained in the event of a failure of connection to one of the autonomous systems. This
type of AS does not, however, allow traffic from one AS to pass through on its way to another
AS. In contrast, a transit AS is an AS that is connected to multiple autonomous systems and
provides connections through itself to other autonomous systems. For example, AS1 may
use AS2, a transit AS, to connect to AS3. A transit AS uses BGP to route traffic between
autonomous systems (e.g. traffic from AS1 to AS3). A transit AS will typically also be able to
be the originator and/or termination point of traffic.

A transit AS comprises a complex network of routers using BGP (which are referred
to herein as BGP routers) to route traffic from one AS to another (including to/from the transit
AS itself). The BGP routers are typically configured to send traffic via the most efficient route
through the transit AS network so that the traffic spends as little time as possible in the transit
AS network. However, transit AS networks are not generally well designed to deal with
failures in the network (e.g. failure of a link or router), particularly multiple failures. This is
partly because transit AS networks are so complicated that is not immediately evident how
traffic will be routed upon a failure. As a result, a failure or multiple failures can have a
catastrophic effect on the network. For example, traffic normally sent over a failed link may
be re-routed over an already busy link which may cause the busy link to become overloaded
bringing performance over that link down to an unacceptable level.

Accordingly, there is a desire to be able to determine the effect of failures (e.g. node
link, or peering failures) on a transit AS. In particular, there is a desire to be able to determine
how traffic will be re-routed through a transit AS network upon a failure or multiple failures.
[0009] The embodiments described below are not limited to implementations which solve any or all of the disadvantages of known network analysis systems.

Summary

[0010] This Summary is provided to introduce a selection of concepts in a simplified form that are further described below in the Detailed Description. This Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of the claimed subject matter, nor is it intended to be used as an aid in determining the scope of the claimed subject matter.

[0011] Methods and systems for generating a model of a transit autonomous system (AS) network. The method comprises analyzing the routing information base for each border gateway protocol (BGP) node in the AS and storing, for each BGP router, (i) a routing table; and, (ii) a prioritized list of next hops for each prefix based on the appropriate best path algorithm. The model can be used to (a) determine how traffic will be routed through the transit AS in steady state or failure scenarios (e.g. when one or more links or nodes/routers have failed); and/or (b) determine how traffic should be routed through the transit AS (e.g. determine the best routes) in steady state or failure scenarios. The optimal routing of the traffic in a particular steady state or failure scenario (as determined by the model) can be compared to the actual routing of the traffic in the steady state or failure scenario (as determined by the model) to determine what changes to make to the transit AS to achieve the optimum routing.

[0012] A first aspect provides a system to determine a route of a service through a transit autonomous system, the system comprising: a memory; and a processor in communication with the memory, the processor configured to: receive a topology of the transit autonomous system, the topology comprising a plurality of nodes, the plurality of nodes comprising at least two border gateway protocol nodes; receive a routing information base for each border gateway protocol node, each routing information base comprising at least one route for each of plurality of internet protocol prefixes, each route comprising a next hop associated with a border gateway protocol node; generate, for each border gateway protocol node, a prioritized next hop table from the routing information base for the border gateway protocol node, the prioritized next hop table comprising a prioritized list of next hops for each internet protocol prefix; store the prioritized next hop table for each border gateway protocol node in the memory; generate, for each border gateway protocol node, a routing table from the prioritized next hop table, the routing table comprising the best next hop for each internet protocol prefix; store the routing table for each border gateway protocol node in the memory; and determine a route of a service through the transit autonomous system in a failure scenario using the prioritized next hop table and the routing table of the border gateway protocol nodes.
[0013] A second aspect provides a computer-implemented method to determine a route of a service through a transit autonomous system, the method comprising: receiving, at a computing-based device, a topology of the transit autonomous system, the topology comprising a plurality of nodes, the plurality of nodes comprising at least two border gateway protocol nodes; receiving, at the computing-based device, a routing information base for each border gateway protocol node, each routing information base comprising at least one route for each of plurality of internet protocol prefixes, each route comprising a next hop associated with a border gateway protocol node; generating, using the computing-based device, for each border gateway protocol node, a prioritized next hop table from the routing information base for the border gateway protocol node, the prioritized next hop table comprising a prioritized list of next hops for each internet protocol prefix; storing the prioritized next hop table for each border gateway protocol node; generating, using the computing-based device, for each border gateway protocol node, a routing table from the prioritized next hop table, the routing table comprising the best next hop for each internet protocol prefix; storing the routing table for each border gateway protocol node; and determining a route of a service through the transit autonomous system in a failure scenario using the prioritized next hop tables and the routing tables of the border gateway protocol nodes.

[0014] A third aspect provides a computer readable storage medium having encoded thereon computer readable program code which when run by a computer causes the computer to perform the method of the second aspect.

[0015] The methods described herein may be performed by a computer configured with software in machine readable form stored on a tangible storage medium e.g. in the form of a computer program comprising computer readable program code for configuring a computer to perform the constituent portions of described methods or in the form of a computer program comprising computer program code means adapted to perform all the steps of any of the methods described herein when the program is run on a computer and where the computer program may be embodied on a computer readable storage medium. Examples of tangible (or non-transitory) storage media include disks, thumb drives, memory cards etc. and do not include propagated signals. The software can be suitable for execution on a parallel processor or a serial processor such that the method steps may be carried out in any suitable order, or simultaneously.

[0016] The hardware components described herein may be generated by a non-transitory computer readable storage medium having encoded thereon computer readable program code.
[0017] This acknowledges that firmware and software can be separately used and valuable. It is intended to encompass software, which runs on or controls “dumb” or standard hardware, to carry out the desired functions. It is also intended to encompass software which “describes” or defines the configuration of hardware, such as HDL (hardware description language) software, as is used for designing silicon chips, or for configuring universal programmable chips, to carry out desired functions.

[0018] The preferred features may be combined as appropriate, as would be apparent to a skilled person, and may be combined with any of the aspects of the invention.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0019] Embodiments of the invention will be described, by way of example, with reference to the following drawings, in which:

[0020] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a system comprising two transit autonomous systems connecting a plurality of stub autonomous systems;

[0021] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of an example transit AS;

[0022] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of an example border gateway protocol (BGP) routing information base (RIB) and an example routing table;

[0023] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the transit AS of FIG. 2 with multiple failures;

[0024] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an example method for determining the optimum routing of services in a transit AS with one or more failures;

[0025] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram of an example method for modeling a BGP transit AS;

[0026] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram illustrating generating prioritized prefix lists from an RIB;

[0027] FIG. 8 is a flow diagram of an example method for determining how traffic will be routed through a transit AS after a failure;

[0028] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram illustrating determining how traffic for a prefix will be routes through a transit AS after a failure;

[0029] FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for determining the optimum route for each service through a transit AS after a failure;
[0030] FIG. 11 is a table illustrating an example prefix demand matrix;

[0031] FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram illustrating generating a candidate routing solution;

[0032] FIG. 13 is a block diagram of an example system for implementing the method of
FIG. 10; and

[0033] FIG. 14 is a block diagram of an example computing-based device.

[0034] Common reference numerals are used throughout the figures to indicate similar
features.

Detailed Description

[0035] Embodiments of the present invention are described below by way of example only.
These examples represent the best ways of putting the invention into practice that are
currently known to the Applicant although they are not the only ways in which this could be
achieved. The description sets forth the functions of the example and the sequence of steps
for constructing and operating the example. However, the same or equivalent functions and
sequences may be accomplished by different examples.

[0036] Described herein are methods and systems for generating a model of a transit AS
that uses border gateway protocol (BGP) to route traffic from one AS to another that can be
used to determine how the BGP network will be affected by one or more failures in the
network (e.g. how traffic will be routed based on the current configuration of the network)
and/or how the BGP network should be configured to best accommodate one or more failures
in the network (e.g. how the network should be configured to optimally route services after
one or more failures).

[0037] Each BGP node/router comprises BGP routing information that lists one or more
possible routes for each prefix that the BGP node/router knows about. Each route specifies
the next BGP router in the route/path for the particular prefix. The next BGP router is referred
to herein as the next hop. The methods described herein for generating a model of a transit
AS comprise analyzing the BGP routing information of each BGP node/router in the transit AS
system to generate a prioritized next hop list for that BGP node/router. The prioritized next
hop table comprises a prioritized list of the possible next hops for each prefix. Once the
prioritized next hop tables are generated a routing table is generated for each BGP
node/router from the corresponding prioritized next hop table. The routing table comprises
only the best (or highest priority) next hop for each prefix.
[0038] As described above, the available Internet Protocol (IP) addresses are divided into a plurality of sub-networks or subnets. Each subnet is represented by a prefix which is defined by the first address of the subnet, followed by a slash “/”, then a number defining how many bits are in the prefix. This number is referred to as the subnet mask. For example 192.168.1.0/24 is an IPv4 prefix that starts at address 192.168.1.0 and covers the first 24 bits of the address, leaving 8 bits to be used for device addresses.

[0039] An organization that wishes to communicate over the Internet is assigned one or more prefixes. The number or size of prefixes assigned may be based on a number of factors including the size of the organization and/or the number of devices that will be connected to the Internet at any one time. All of the prefixes under the control of a single organization form what is referred to as an autonomous system (AS). Each AS is assigned a globally unique number referred to as an autonomous system number (ASN) which uniquely identifies the AS. The autonomous systems are connected together to allow communication between autonomous systems.

[0040] Each AS uses an Exterior Gateway Protocol (EGP) to exchange routing information and to route traffic between autonomous systems. Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) version four is currently the de facto standard EGP for inter-AS routing. Each AS uses BGP to notify any other AS that it is connected to of the prefixes that it is responsible for (e.g. has been assigned) and any other prefixes that it knows about. Each AS stores the information about all the prefixes it knows about (e.g. those that are local to it and those that it has learned about from other autonomous systems) and what the possible routes are to each prefix. Each AS then uses one or more metrics to select the best route to each prefix from the list of possible routes.

[0041] Autonomous systems can be categorized into one of three types: stub, multihomed or transit. A stub AS is an AS that is connected to only one other AS. A multihomed AS is connected to at least two external autonomous systems for backup purposes so that Internet connectivity can be maintained in the event of a failure of connection to one of the autonomous systems. This type of AS does not, however, allow traffic from one AS to pass through on its way to another AS. In contrast, a transit AS is an AS that is connected to multiple autonomous systems and provides connections through itself to other autonomous systems. For example, AS1 may use AS2, a transit AS, to connect to AS3. A transit AS uses BGP to route traffic between autonomous systems (e.g. traffic from AS1 to AS3). In addition to routing traffic between transit autonomous systems, a transit AS itself also can be the source or destination of traffic (e.g. traffic can be sent to/from the transit AS2 to AS1 or AS3).
[0042] These concepts are illustrated in FIG. 1 which shows a system 100 comprising two
transit autonomous systems 102 and 103 connected to a plurality of stub autonomous
systems 104, 106, 108 and 110. Each of the autonomous system 102, 103, 104, 106, 108
and 110 has been assigned an IP prefix. In particular, the transit autonomous systems 102
and 103 have been assigned the prefixes 100.0.0.0/8 and 99.0.0.0/8 respectively, and the
stub autonomous systems 104, 106, 108, 110 have been assigned prefixes 88.1.1.0/24,
14.1.0.0/16, 12.0.0.0/24, and 16.8.1.0/24 respectively. Each stub autonomous system 104,
106, 108, 110 has an end-user device 112, 114, 116 and 118 it services which is assigned a
network address in the respective prefix. In particular the stub autonomous systems 104,
106, 108 and 110 have end-user devices 112, 114, 116 and 118 which have been assigned
IP addresses 88.1.1.6, 14.1.0.14, 12.0.0.10, and 16.8.1.25 respectively.

[0043] The autonomous systems 102, 103, 104, 106, 108 and 110 use BGP to exchange
routing information. In particular, each autonomous system uses BGP to advertise what
prefixes it knows about and how to get to each of them. For example, the first stub
autonomous system 104 uses BGP to notify the first transit AS 102 that prefix 88.1.1.0/24 is
accessible through it, and the third stub autonomous system 108 uses BGP to notify the
second transit AS 103 that the prefix 12.0.0.0/24 is accessible through it. The transit
autonomous systems 102 and 103 use BGP to notify all the autonomous systems they are
connected to about their own prefixes and the prefixes that they have learned about (i.e. from
the other transit AS or the stub autonomous systems).

[0044] Then when a transit AS 102 or 103 receives traffic from one AS 102, 103, 104, 106,
108 or 110 destined for another AS 102, 103, 104, 106, 108 or 110 it will route the traffic to
the destination through the transit AS 102 or 103 network. For example, if the first transit AS
102 receives traffic from end-user device 112 (stub AS 104) which is destined for end-user
device 116 (stub AS 108). The first transit AS 102 will route the traffic through it internal
network to the second transit AS 103, the second transit AS 103 will then route the traffic
through its internal network to the third stub AS 108 where it is routed to the end-user device
116.

[0045] Each transit AS 102, 103 comprises a complex network of routers to route traffic from
one AS to another AS.

[0046] Reference is now made to FIG. 2 which illustrates an example transit AS 102. The
transit AS 102 comprises a plurality of interconnected routers or nodes 202, 204 and 206.
Each router 202, 204 and 206 can be classified as one of a BGP gateway 202 (also referred
to as a BGP border router or a BGP edge router), a BGP core router 204 and an intermediate
router 206. A BGP gateway 202 is a router that runs BGP and is connected an external AS.
In particular, as shown in FIG. 2, each BGP gateway 202 is typically directly connected an eBGP peer 208 of another AS. The BGP gateway 202 and eBGP peer 208 exchange routing information using external BGP (eBGP) or exterior BGP.

[0047] A BGP core router 204 is a router that runs BGP, but is internal to the AS 102. BGP gateways 202 and BGP core routers 204 of the same AS exchange routing information using internal BGP (iBGP). As shown in FIG. 2, the BGP core routers 204 may be directly connected to each other or they may be interconnected through intermediate routers 206 which do not run BGP. The main difference between eBGP and iBGP is the way new routing information is propagated. New routes that are learned via eBGP are distributed to all internal BGP peers and all external peers. Whereas new routes that are learned via iBGP are only distributed to external BGP peers.

[0048] When traffic destined for another AS is received from a BGP peer at a BGP gateway the traffic is routed through the transit AS 102 via a series of BGP routers (e.g. BGP gateways, BGP core routers). Where the BGP routers are not directly connected (e.g. they are connected via an intermediate router 206) traffic is routed between BGP routers (e.g. BGP gateways and BGP core routers) using another protocol such as, but not limited to, Internet Protocol (IP).

[0049] Each BGP router (BGP gateway 202, BGP core router 204 or BGP peer 208) typically stores two types of routing data: (a) a routing information base (RIB) which comprises a list of the prefixes it knows about and the possible routes to those prefixes; and (b) a routing table which comprises the best (or highest priority route) to each of the prefixes (e.g. next BGP node) to get to each of the prefixes. Each BGP router analyzes the information in the RIB to determine the best route to each prefix.

[0050] Reference is made to FIG. 3 which illustrates an example of a portion of a BGP RIB 302 and a corresponding routing table 304 for a BGP router. The BGP RIB 302 comprises routing information learned via BGP. In particular the BGP RIB 302 comprises a list of prefixes the router has learned about via BGP and one or more routes to each prefix. The example RIB 302 of FIG. 3 comprises routing information for six prefixes: 0.0.0.0/0 (referred to as the default prefix), 1.0.0.0/24, 1.0.4.0/24, 1.0.5.0/24 and 1.0.6.0/24. For each prefix, the RIB 302 comprises one or more routes to that prefix. In the example of FIG. 3, each route is shown in a line or row of the table and is defined by status information, a next hop, a metric, a local preference, a weight and a path.

[0051] In the example of FIG. 3 the status of an entry (e.g. route) in the table is displayed at the beginning of the line or row. In particular, a star "*" indicates the entry is valid, a greater than symbol ">" indicates that is the best route for that prefix, and an "i" indicates the
information was learned via iBGP. The next hop is the IP address of the next BGP router in the route to the prefix. The metric is the value of the inter-autonomous system metric. The local preference is a value that can be set by a network administrator to tell the router to prefer one or more routes over other routes. The weight of a route is set via autonomous system filters. The path is the list of autonomous system numbers (ASNs) that are traversed to get to the destination prefix. For example, to get to prefix 1.0.0.0/24 via router 10.0.128.2 the traffic will traverse through AS 123, and AS 15169.

[0052] The router selects the best (or highest priority) route for each prefix from the RIB 302 and inserts the best route into the routing table 304. In the example shown in FIG. 3, the “best” route (denoted by the greater than symbol “>”) for each prefix has been inserted into a row or entry of the routing table 304. Each entry specifies the protocol that derived the route (e.g. a “B” indicates the route was derived through BGP), the prefix that the entry relates to (e.g. 1.0.0.0/24), metrics (e.g. the first number is the administrative distance of the information source and the second number is the metric for the route), IP address of the next hop (e.g. where to send traffic for that prefix), the time in hours:minutes:seconds since the route was last updated, and the interface (e.g. Ethernet 1 or Ethernet 2) of the router to use to get to the next hop.

[0053] It is the routing table 304 that is used by the router to route traffic through the network. For example, if a router/node receives data with a source destination of 1.0.6.1 then the router will look at the routing table 304 to determine the IP address of the next hop (e.g. 10.0.128.1) for the corresponding prefix (e.g. 1.0.6.0/24) and will forward the received data to that IP address.

[0054] The BGP routers in a transit AS are typically configured (i) to send traffic via the most efficient route through the transit AS network during steady state conditions (e.g. when all links and nodes/routers in the network are active) so that the traffic spends as little time as possible in the transit AS network; and (ii) to peer with the most appropriate peer routers. However, transit AS networks are not generally well designed to deal with failures in the network (e.g. failure of a link or router), particularly multiple failures. This is partly because transit AS networks are so complicated that is not immediately evident how traffic will be routed upon a failure. As a result, a failure or multiple failures can have a catastrophic effect on the network. For example, traffic normally sent over a failed link may be re-routed over an already busy link which may cause the busy link to become overloaded bringing performance over that link down to an unacceptable level.

[0055] For example, reference is now made to FIG. 4 which illustrates a transit AS network 400 in a failure scenario. In particular, in FIG. 4 the transit AS network 400 has two failures
402 and 404. The first failure 402 is a node failure and the second failure 404 is a link failure. Without an accurate model it is not evident how traffic typically run over the failed link 404 or via the failed node 402 will be re-routed.

[0056] Accordingly, described herein are methods and systems for generating a model of a transit AS network that uses BGP to route traffic from one AS to another that can be used to (a) determine how traffic will be routed through the transit AS in failure scenarios (e.g. when one or more links or nodes/routers have failed); and/or (b) determine how traffic should be routed through the transit AS (e.g. determine the best routes) in failure scenarios. The optimal routing of the traffic in a particular failure scenario (as determined by the model) can be compared to the actual routing of the traffic in the failure scenario (as determined by the model) to determine what changes to make to the transit AS to achieve the optimum routing.

[0057] This method 500 is illustrated in FIG. 5. In particular, the method 500 starts at block 502 where a model of the transit AS network is generated. Generating a model of a transit AS network running BGP has generally been thought to be a difficult if not insurmountable task due to the high number of nodes/routes in the transit AS and the number of routing entries held by each node/router. In May 2014, a full IPv4 BGP table comprises more than 500,000 prefixes. To redistribute addresses to more entities prefixes are continually being further subdivided which is further increasing the number of entries in a BGP table. For example, a single /16 prefix that is further divided can add hundreds of new entries to the BGP table. Even those who have been able to build a model of a transit AS network have been able to model only a specific transit AS network and have not been able to come up with a method of generating a model that can model BGP routing under customizable failure scenarios.

[0058] Accordingly, described herein are methods for generating a model of a transit AS network that reduces the complexity of the network and the amount of information stored. In particular, the methods comprise analyzing the RIB information for each BGP router in the AS and storing, for each BGP router, (i) a routing table; and, (ii) a prioritized list of next hops for each prefix. An example method for generating a model of a transit AS network is described with reference to FIGS. 6 and 7. Once a model has been generated, the method 500 proceeds to block 503.

[0059] At block 503, the model generated at block 502 is used to determine the routing of traffic in steady state (i.e. when all of the links and nodes in the AS are operational). This allows a baseline utilization of each link to be determined and it also allows the source contributors to the utilization to be identified. Once the routing of traffic in steady state has been determined, the method 500 proceeds to block 504.
[0060] At block 504, the model generated at block 502 is used to determine how traffic will be routed through the transit AS in one or more failure scenarios. The term “failure scenario” is used herein to mean that one or more links and/or nodes are deemed to have failed. Each failure scenario is defined by the link(s) and/or node(s) that are deemed to have failed. In some cases determining how traffic will be routed in a failure scenario comprises analyzing each of the stored routing tables to determine if it comprises an entry that relates to a failed node or link and if it does, replacing the entry with the next prioritized next hop for that prefix, and then determining the route for each prefix based on the updated routing tables. An example method for determining how traffic will be routed in particular failure scenarios will be described with reference to FIGS. 8 and 9. Once it has been determined how traffic will be routed through the transit AS in one or more failure scenarios, the method 500 proceeds to block 506.

[0061] At block 506, the model generated at block 502 is used to determine the optimum routing of traffic through the transit AS in one or more failure scenarios. In some cases an iterative process is used to determine the optimum routing of traffic for a particular failure scenario that comprises determining a set of candidate routing solutions (each candidate routing solution providing a route for each prefix from each node in the network), evaluating the set of candidate routing solutions against one or more constraints, and evolving the set of candidate routing solutions until a stop condition is met. An example method for determining the optimum routing of traffic in a particular failure scenario is described with reference to FIGS. 10 to 12. Once the optimum routing of traffic through the transit AS in one or more failure scenarios has been determined the method 500 proceeds to block 508.

[0062] At block 508, the optimum routing determined in block 506 and the actual routing determined at block 504 are compared and used to determine what changes can be made to the transit AS network configuration to achieve the optimum routing. Changes that may be made to the transit AS network configuration include, for example, changing the local preference value for certain routes so that they will be selected in certain failure scenarios. However, it will be evident to a person of skill in the art that other configuration changes may be made to achieve the optimum routing.

[0063] Reference is now made to FIG. 6 which illustrates a method 600 for generating a model of a transit AS network that uses BGP to route traffic from one AS to another AS. This type of transit AS may also be referred to herein as a BGP network. As noted above, one of the difficulties in generating a model for a transit AS network is the large amount of data that has to be stored and analyzed for each BGP router to determine the routing of traffic through the network. Accordingly, the method described with reference to FIG. 6 comprises reducing the routing data stored for each BGP node (each node running BGP) in the network to only a
routing table that stores the next hop for each prefix and a next hop table that stores a prioritized list of next hops for each prefix.

[0064] The method 600 begins at block 602 where the topology of the transit AS network is received. The topology comprises a set of nodes (e.g. routers) and links connecting the nodes. The topology also identifies each of the nodes as being either a BGP node (e.g. a node that runs BGP) or an intermediate node (e.g. a node that is not running BGP). Once the topology has been received then the method 600 proceeds to block 604.

[0065] At block 604 the BGP RIB for each BGP node in the transit AS network is received. As described above with reference to FIG. 3 each BGP RIB (e.g. RIB 302) comprises routing information learned via BGP. In particular each BGP RIB comprises a list of prefixes the router has learned about via BGP and one or more routes to each prefix. Each route is defined by one or more routing parameters which may include, but are not limited to, status, a next hop, metric, local preference, weight and path as described above. Once the BGP RIB for each BGP node in the transit AS network has been received the method 600 proceeds to block 606.

[0066] At block 606, all of the next hop IP addresses in the BGP RIBs are identified and allocated to either one of the BGP nodes (e.g. BGP routers) in the AS or to an external node (e.g. a BGP peer node). In some cases this may be achieved by running a command on each BGP router, such as, “route config” or “show BGP route terse”, to identify the IP addresses associated with that BGP router. It will be evident to a person of skill in the art that these are examples only and other commands and/or other methods may be used to identify the IP addresses associated with each BGP router. This results in each node of the transit AS and each peer node of the transit AS being associated with one or more IP addresses where each IP address indicates a particular interface of the node (e.g. router). Once the next hop IP addresses have been allocated the method proceeds to block 610.

[0067] At block 610, the BGP RIB for each BGP node is analyzed to generate a prioritized next hop table for each BGP node. The prioritized next hop table comprises an entry or row for each prefix that comprises a prioritized list of the next hops. Since each BGP RIB only identifies the best route (and thus the best next hop) for each prefix, not a prioritized list of the possible routes, generating the prioritized next hop table comprises determining the priority of possible next routes for each prefix.

[0068] The routes for each prefix are prioritized using the same best path algorithm used by the BGP router to determine or identify the best route for a prefix. Under the best path algorithm the first valid route is assigned as the current best route. The best route is then
compared with the next route in the list according to a set of rules until the last valid route is reached. The rules that are used to determine the best route may vary by vendor.

[0069] The following are the rules used by Cisco® routers to determine the best route: (1) preferring the routes with the highest weight; (2) preferring the route with the highest local preference; (3) preferring the route that was locally originated via a network or aggregate BGP subcommand or through redistribution from IGP; (4) preferring the route with the shortest AS path (i.e. the least number of ASs in the path); (5) preferring the route with the lowest origin type; (6) preferring the route with the lowest multi-exit discriminator (Med); (7) preferring eBGP routes over iBGP routes; (8) preferring the route with the lowest IGP metric to the BGP next hop; (8) determining if multiple routes require installation in the routing table for BGP Multipath, if a best route is not yet select go to (9); (9) when both routes are external, preferring the route that was received first (the oldest one); (10) preferring the route that comes from the BGP router with the lowest router ID; (11) if the originator or router ID is the same for multiple routes, preferring the route with the minimum cluster list length; and (12) preferring the route that comes from the lowest neighbor address.

[0070] The following are the rules used by Juniper® routers to determine the best route: (1) preferring the route with the highest local preference; (2) preferring the route with the shortest AS path (i.e. the least number of ASs in the path); (3) preferring the route with the lowest origin code; (4) preferring the route with the lowest multi-exit discriminator (MED) metric; (5) preferring strictly internal paths, which include IGP routes and locally generated routes; (6) preferring strictly eBGP routes over external routes learned through iBGP; (7) preferring the route with the lowest IGP metric to the BGP next hop; (8) if both routes are external, preferring the currently active route to minimize route-flapping; (9) preferring the route from the peer with the lowest router ID; (10) preferring the route with the shortest cluster list length; and (11) preferring the route from the peer with the lowest peer IP address.

[0071] Generally, unless the network administrator has put measures in place to influence the result (e.g. set the weight or local preference values) the best path algorithm selects the route with the shortest AS path.

[0072] Accordingly, generating the next hop table comprises applying the appropriate best bath algorithm to the possible routes for each prefix to generate an ordered or prioritized list of routes (e.g. next hops) for each prefix.

[0073] An example prioritized next hop table and generation thereof from an example BGP RIB is described with reference to FIG. 7. Once the prioritized next hop table is generated, the method 600 proceeds to block 612.
At block 612, a routing table is generated for each BGP router from the corresponding prioritized next hop table generated at block 610. The routing table comprises an entry for each prefix that identifies the next hop for that prefix. The routing table for a BGP router is generated by selecting the best (or highest priority) next hop in the prioritized next hop table for each prefix and inserting it in the routing table. An example routing table and generation thereof from an example prioritized next hop table is described with reference to FIG. 7. Once a routing table has been generated for each BGP router the method 600 proceeds to block 614.

At block 614, each node in the transit AS network is assigned a unique node identifier (ID). In some cases the node ID is a sixteen bit number. However, it will be evident to a person of skill in the art that the node IDs may comprise a different number of bits or may have a different composition altogether (e.g. they may comprise other characters such as letters). Once each node has been assigned a node ID, the method 600 proceeds to block 616.

At block 616, each next hop IP address in the prioritized next hop tables is replaced with the node ID of the associated node. As described above, in block 606 each next hop IP address was associated or allocated to one of the nodes internal to the AS or to a BGP peer node. Since a node can be associated with more than one IP address, more than one IP address can be replaced by the same node ID.

Since the Node ID typically requires less bits than an IP address, using the Node ID instead of an IP address to identify the next hop significantly reduces the amount of memory required to store the prioritized next hop tables and the routing tables. Once each next hop IP address in the prioritized next hop tables is replaced with the node ID of the associated node the model is complete and the method 600 ends.

Reference is now made to FIG. 7 which illustrates the generation of a prioritized next hop table 702 and a routing table 704 for a BGP router from the router’s BGP RIB 302.

As described above, a BGP RIB comprises a list of prefixes and one or more possible routes to each of the prefixes. In particular, the example BGP RIB 302 of FIG. 7 comprises multiple routes for each of the following prefixes: 0.0.0.0/0; 1.0.0.0/24; 1.0.4.0/24; 1.0.5.0/24 and 1.0.6.0/24. In the example BGP RIB 302 of FIG. 7 the best route for each prefix is identified by a greater than sign “>”, however, there is no indication given as to the relative priority or order of the remaining routes (e.g. the routes that are not a best route). To prioritize or order the remaining routes for each prefix the appropriate best path algorithm is applied to each of the remaining routes (e.g. the routes that are not a best route).
[0080] Once a priority or order has been given to the remaining routes for each prefix, the IP address for each route (including the best route) is stored in order in a preliminary prioritized next hop table 706. The preliminary prioritized next hop table comprises an entry or row for each prefix that lists the IP addresses of each possible next hop in order. For example, in FIG. 7 the best path algorithm identified the order or priority of the routes for prefix 1.0.0.0/24 as follows: 10.0.128.1, 10.0.138.69, 10.0.138.71, 10.0.134.1 and 10.0.128.2. As a result the IP addresses are listed in the preliminary next hop table 706 in that order. Where two IP addresses have the same priority based on the best path algorithm a tie-break such as the lowest IP address, may be used to select the order in which the IP addresses are listed in the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706.

[0081] Once the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706 has been populated with the ordered list of next hop IP addresses for each prefix, a preliminary routing table 708 is generated from the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706. The preliminary routing table 708 comprises an entry or row for each prefix that specifies the IP address of the best next hop. Accordingly, the preliminary routing table 708 can be generated by populating each row of the preliminary routing table 708 with the first or best next hop address of the corresponding row in the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706. As can be seen in FIG. 7 this results in the preliminary routing table 708 comprising the first two columns of the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706.

[0082] As described above, as part of the modeling method 600 of FIG. 6 each node is assigned a unique node identifier (ID). In some cases the node IDs are sixteen bit numbers, however, it will be evident to a person of skill in the art that other formats may be used for the node IDs. To generate the final prioritized next hop table 702 and the final routing table 704 each IP address in the preliminary prioritized next hop table 706 and the preliminary routing table 708 is replaced with the Node ID of the associated node.

[0083] For example, if the nodes are assigned the Node identifiers shown in Table 1 then the preliminary tables 706 and 708 are converted into the final tables 702 and 704 respectively as shown in FIG. 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>IP Address</th>
<th>Node ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>10.0.138.169</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>10.0.136.1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10.0.136.2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>10.0.134.1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[0084] As described above, since the Node ID only requires enough bits to uniquely identify each node in the transit AS (which typically has less than 100 nodes) the Node ID requires less bits than the corresponding IP address. Accordingly the final tables 702 and 704 require significantly less memory than their counterpart preliminary tables 706 and 708.

[0085] Once the model has been generated it can be used, for example, to determine how traffic will be routed through the transit AS network in steady state (e.g. when all nodes and links are active or functioning) and/or in one or more fault scenarios (e.g. when one or more nodes and/or links have failed or are not functioning).

[0086] Reference is now made to FIG. 8 which illustrates an example method 800 for determining how services will be routed through the transit AS network in a fault scenario using a model of the transit AS network generated in accordance with the method of FIG. 6.

[0087] The method begins at block 802 where the model of the transit AS network generated in accordance with the method of FIG. 6 is received. As described above the model comprises the nodes and links forming the network, and for each BGP node/router in the network, a routing table and a prioritized next hop table. Once the model of the transit AS network has been received the method 800 proceeds to block 804.

[0088] At block 804, the fault scenario is received. The fault scenario describes the network configuration to be analyzed. In particular, the fault scenario identifies one or more nodes and/or one or more links which are deemed to have failed. Where there are no node and link failures the network is said to be in steady state. Once the fault scenario has been received, the method 800 proceeds to block 806.

[0089] At block 806, the routing tables are analyzed to identify any entry that relates to one of the failed nodes and/or links (e.g. the next hop corresponds to a failed node or the next hop is accessible via a failed link). Such an entry is referred to as invalid entry since the next hop identified therein is not accessible in the failure scenario. Each entry identified as relating to one of the failed nodes and/or links is then replaced with the next valid next hop in the corresponding prioritized next hop table. For example, if the fault scenario identifies Node 5 as a failed node, and the routing table for Node 8 identifies the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 as Node 5, then the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is replaced with the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 in the prioritized next hop table for Node 8. Once the routing tables have been updated to account for the failed nodes and/or links, the method 800 proceeds to block 808.
At block 808, information identifying the service to be routed is received. The information identifying the service may comprise the start node and the destination prefix. However, other information may be used to identify the service to be routed. Once the information identifying the service to be routed has been received, the method 800 proceeds to block 810.

At block 810, the routing table of the current node (e.g. initially the start node) is analyzed to determine the next hop (e.g. the next BGP router) for the destination prefix. For example, if the destination prefix is 1.0.5.0/24 then the entry in the routing table for the current node for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is analyzed to identify the next hop. Once the next hop has been identified, the method 800 proceeds to block 812.

At block 812, it is determined whether the current node and the next hop node are directly connected. As described above, some BGP routers/nodes may be directly connected whereas other BGP router/nodes (e.g. internal BGP routers/nodes) may be indirectly connected (e.g. via other non-BGP routers). If the current node and the next hop node are not directly connected then the method 800 proceeds to block 814. If, however, the current node and the next hop node are directly connected then the method proceeds directly to block 816.

At block 814, the route between the current node and the next hop node is determined. In particular, determining the route between the current node and the next hop node comprises identifying the links and/or internal non-BGP routers/nodes that are traversed to get from the current node to the next hop node. In some cases determining the route between the current node and the next hop node comprises generating a list of nodes between the current node and the next hop node using the specific rules for the routing protocol used to transmit traffic between nodes. For example, where IP is used to route traffic between internal, non-BGP nodes, then the IP routing rules are used to determine how traffic is routed between internal, non-BGP nodes. Once the route between the current node and the next hop node is determined, the method 800 proceeds to block 816.

At block 816, the next hop node (and any nodes between the current node and the next hop node) is stored in the current path or routing list for the service. The next hop node then becomes the current node and the method 800 proceeds to block 818.

At block 818, it is determined whether the current node is the destination node. In some cases the current node may be determined to be the destination node if it is a peer node. In other cases the current node may be determined to be the destination node if it is a gateway node where the next hop for the destination prefix is a peer node. If it is determined that the current node is the final or destination node then the method 800 proceeds to block
819. If, however, it is determined that the current node is not the final or destination node then the method 800 proceeds back to block 810 where the next hop node from the current node is determined.

[0096] At block 819 it is determined whether there is at least one additional service to be routed through the AS. If there is at least one additional service to be routed through the AS then the method proceeds back to block 808 where blocks 808 to 819 are repeated for the next service (i.e. the next start node and destination prefix combination). It is determined that there are no more services to be routed through the AS, the method ends at block 820.

[0097] Reference is now made to FIG. 9 which illustrates how the route for a service (e.g. from a start node to a destination prefix) is determined using the method 800 of FIG. 8. In the example of FIG. 9 the transit AS network 900 comprises twelve nodes (Node 1 to Node 12). The routing tables for the nodes are summarized in the first table 904, and the prioritized next hop tables for the nodes are summarized in the second table 902. For ease of explanation, only the entries in the routing tables and prioritized next hop tables for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 are shown in FIG. 9, however, it would be evident to a person of skill in the art that the actual routing tables and prioritized next hop tables would have an entry for each of a plurality of prefixes.

[0098] The first step in determining the route for the service is updating the routing tables to replace any invalid next hops with valid next hops. In the example of FIG. 9 the fault scenario indicates that the link between Node 5 and Node 7 is deemed to have failed. This means that any entry in the routing table for Node 5 that has Node 7 as the next hop is invalid and any entry in the routing table for Node 7 that has Node 5 as the next hop is invalid. Since the second table 904 shows that the routing table for Node 5 has Node 7 as the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 there is an invalid entry in the fault scenario. This next hop is then replaced with the next valid next hop in the prioritized next hop table. It can be seen from the first table 902 that the next valid next hop for Node 5 for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is Node 6. Accordingly, the routing table for Node 5 is updated so the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is Node 6 instead of Node 7. This produces an updated set of routing tables which is summarized in the third table 906.

[0099] Once the routing tables have been updated to replace any invalid routes, the next step is to use the routing tables to determine the path through the network the service will take. In the example of FIG. 9, the service to be routed is defined by a start node of Node 1 and a destination prefix of 1.0.5.0/24. Looking at the network topology it can be seen that any traffic received from Node 1 will go to Node 4, thus Node 4 is stored in the service path or routing list 908.
[00100] Next the routing table of Node 4 is analyzed to determine the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24. In the example of FIG. 9, the third table 906 indicates the next hop from Node 4 for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is Node 5. Since Node 4 and Node 5 are directly connected Node 5 is stored in the service path or routing list 908. Next the routing table of Node 5 is analyzed to determine the next hop for prefix 1.0.5.0/24. In the example of FIG. 9, the third table 906 indicates the next hop from Node 5 for prefix 1.0.5.0/24 is Node 6. Since Node 5 and Node 6 are not directly connected the route between Nodes 5 and 6 is determined using one or more other protocols (e.g. IP). In the example of FIG. 9, the route between nodes 5 and 6 is determined to be via Node 10, thus Node 10 and Node 6 are stored in the service path or routing list 908.

[00101] This process is repeated for each subsequent node so that the complete route for the service (defined by Start Node 1 and destination prefix 1.0.5.0/24) comprises Node 4, Node 5, Node 10, Node 6, Node 12, Node 7, and Node 8. Since Node 9 is a peer node and thus not part of the internal transit AS network it may or may not be considered to form part of the path or route.

[00102] This process can be repeated for each service for the particular fault scenario to determine the utilization of each link in the network. As described above, the model can also be used to identify the optimum routing of a service or services through a network in a fault condition. The optimum routing can then be compared to the actual routing as determined by the method 800 of FIG. 8 to determine what changes, if any, can be made to the configuration of the transit AS network to achieve the optimum routing during the specific fault scenario.

[00103] Reference is now made to FIG. 10 which illustrates a method 1000 for identifying the optimum routing of traffic through a transit AS in a failure scenario using a model of the transit AS generated by the method 600 described with reference to FIGS. 6 and 7. The method 1000 identifies the optimum routing of traffic through an iterative process comprising generating a set of candidate routing solutions, evaluating the candidate routing solutions against one or more user specified constraints, and evolving or updating the set of candidate routing solutions to create a set of stronger candidate routing solutions. Since the quality of the candidate routing solutions increases with each iteration, each iteration increases the probability that the set of candidate routing solutions comprises the optimum routing solution.

[00104] The method 1000 begins at block 1002 where the model of the transit AS network generated by the method 600 described with reference to FIGS. 6 and 7 is received. As described above the model includes all of the nodes (e.g. routers) in the network and how they are interconnected, and a prioritized next hop table and routing table for each BGP node in the transit AS network. Since optimum routing is determined for a failure scenario the
particular nodes and/or links that are considered to be failed in the scenario are also received. Once the model of the transit AS network and failure scenario have been received the method 1000 proceeds to block 1004.

[00105] At block 1004, a set of constraints is received which are used to evaluate the quality of candidate routing solutions.

[00106] The set of constraints includes one or more features (referred to as a constraint) that the candidate routing solutions are evaluated against. The set of constraints may be determined by the user, based on the way in which they wish to optimize the routing of services through their network. For example, one user may wish to minimize cost; another user may wish to generate the routing solution that provides the lowest latency regardless of the monetary cost; and yet another user may wish to achieve the best latency for a given cost. Example constraints include, but are not limited to, quality of service (QoS) dependent routing for traffic to/from certain peers, peering tariffs, and load balancing between an AS with multiple peer points.

[00107] The constraints may be classified as being either hard constraints or soft constraints. A hard constraint must be satisfied for the candidate routing solution to be a viable routing solution. Example hard constraints include, but are not limited to, minimum bandwidth, maximum delay, and adjacency limit. In contrast, a soft constraint is preferred and ideally should be optimized, but is not required. Example soft constraints include, but are not limited to, minimize cost and minimize delay.

[00108] Not all constraints may be of equal importance, so in some cases the set of constraints may comprise, in addition to a listing of the constraints themselves, weights indicating the relative importance of the constraints.

[00109] Once the set of constraints have been received the method 1000 proceeds to block 1006.

[00110] At block 1006, a demand matrix is received. The demand matrix provides a list of services to be routed through the network and the requirement of each service. A service is used herein to represents traffic that is sent from a peer node (referred to as the start node) to a particular prefix (referred to as the destination prefix). The requirement of a service is the amount of traffic that is sent from the start node to the destination prefix. An example demand matrix will be described with reference to FIG. 11. Once the demand matrix has been received the method 1000 proceeds to block 1008.
[00111] It will be evident to a person of skill in the art that blocks 1002 to 1006 may be executed in any order or in parallel. For example, the model and failure scenario, the constraints and the demand matrix may be received at the same time.

[00112] At block 1008, an initial set of M (e.g. 50) candidate routing solutions are generated. Each candidate routing solution comprises a proposed route for each service. In some cases each proposed route is represented by a vector of nodes that are traversed. The term “vector” is used herein to mean an ordered or unordered list of elements. An example candidate routing solution is described with reference to FIG. 12.

[00113] In some cases, some or all of the candidate routing solutions are randomly generated. Randomly generating a candidate routing solution may comprise randomly selecting some or all of the nodes in the model. Once the initial set of candidate routing solutions has been generated the method 1000 proceeds to block 1010.

[00114] At block 1010, each candidate routing solution (that has not already been evaluated) is evaluated to determine how well it satisfies the demands in the demand matrix and the one or more specified constraints.

[00115] In some cases evaluation of a candidate routing solution comprises assigning the candidate routing solution a fitness value that is a quantitative measure of how well the candidate routing solution meets the constraint(s) and the demands in the demand matrix.

[00116] In some cases generating a fitness value for a candidate routing solution may comprise (i) generating a sub-fitness value for each constraint where each sub-fitness value is a quantitative measure of how well the candidate routing solution meets the particular constraint; and (ii) combining (e.g. summing or averaging) the sub-fitness values to generate the fitness value for the candidate routing solution.

[00117] The candidate routing solutions may be evaluated (e.g. assigned a fitness value) serially or in parallel. For example, in some cases the candidate routing solutions are evaluated (e.g. assigned a fitness value) in parallel.

[00118] Once the set of candidate routing solutions have been evaluated, the method 1000 proceeds to block 1012.

[00119] At block 1012 it is determined whether at least one stop condition has been met and the iterative process can stop. The stop condition(s) may be, for example, if the best fitness value in the set of fitness values is within a predetermined percentage, x, of the optimum fitness value; if the best fitness value in the set of fitness values has not improved or changed after a predetermined number, y, of iterations; and/or the likelihood that the best fitness value...
in the set of fitness values is above a predetermined threshold. It will be evident to a person of skill in the art that these are examples only and other stop conditions may be used.

[00120] If it is determined that at least one stop condition has been met then the method 1000 proceeds to block 1014 where the best candidate routing solution is selected and output as the optimum routing solution. A person of skill in the art can then use the optimum routing information to update the BGP configuration (e.g. BGP metrics) of one or more of the BGP routers and/or routes to enforce the optimum routing. In some cases the best candidate routing solution is the candidate routing solution with the best fitness value. If, however, no stop conditions are met then the method 1000 proceeds to block 1016.

[00121] At block 1016, the set of candidate routing solutions is evolved in an attempt to increase the quality of the candidate routing solutions in the set. In particular, it is very unlikely that the initial set of candidate routing solutions comprises the optimum routing solution therefore the set of candidate routing solutions is evolved to pull the candidate routing solutions closer to the optimum routing solution.

[00122] In some cases evolving the set of candidate routing solutions comprises selecting one or more of the candidate routing solutions, generating one or more new candidate routing solutions from the selected candidate routing solutions and replacing the worse candidate routing solutions in the set with the new candidate routings solutions if the new candidate routing solutions are better (e.g. based on a fitness value) than the candidate routing solutions in the set.

[00123] For example, in some cases a plurality of parent candidate routing solutions are selected from the set of candidate routing solutions. The parent candidate routing solutions may be the candidate routing solutions with the best fitness values or the parent candidate routing solutions may be selected using some other criteria (e.g. they may be randomly selected). One or more child candidate routing solutions are then generated from the parent candidate routing solutions using known techniques such as mating, mutation or a combination thereof and the child candidate routing solutions are added to the set of candidate routing solutions.

[00124] The method then proceeds back to block 1010 where each of the child candidate routing solutions is evaluated and the set of candidate routing solutions is updated to include the best M candidate routing solutions where M is the number of candidate routing solutions initially generated in block 1008. This process of evolving the set of the candidate routing solutions is repeated until a stop condition is satisfied.
[00125] Although the method of FIG. 10 is described as identifying the optimum routing of traffic through a transit AS in a failure scenario, the method can also be used to identify the optimum routing of traffic through a transit AS in steady state.

[00126] Reference is now made to FIG. 11 which illustrated an example demand matrix 1102. As described above the demand matrix provides a list of services to be routed through the network and the requirement of each service. The term “service” is used herein to represent traffic that is sent from a peer node to a particular prefix. The requirement or demand of a service is the amount of traffic that is sent from the peer node to the prefix.

[00127] The demand matrix 1102 of FIG. 11 comprises a number of rows 11041 - 1104M and columns 1106, 1108, 1110 and 1112. Each row 11041 - 1104M corresponds to a service that runs over the network. Accordingly, where there are M services there are M rows in the demand matrix 1102. In some cases each possible combination of start nodes and destination prefixes is represented by a service. For example, where a network has four possible start nodes and four destination prefixes there are 4*3 = 12 possible combinations of start nodes and prefixes thus the demand matrix would have twelve rows.

[00128] Each column 1106, 1108, 1110 and 1112 provides information on the corresponding service. In the demand matrix 1102 of FIG. 11, the first column 1106 is used for the service identifier (e.g. S1) which uniquely identifies the service. The second column 1108 is used to identify the start node of the service. In some cases the start nodes may be identified by the node ID assigned as part of the model generation process. The third column 1110 is used to identify the destination prefix. The fourth column 1112 is used to identify the demand or requirement for the service (e.g. the amount of traffic that is sent from the specified source node to the specified destination prefix). Each requirement may be represented by a capacity or bandwidth value (e.g. 10 Gbps).

[00129] It will be evident to a person of skill in the art that the demand matrix 1102 of FIG. 11 is an example only and the demand matrix may comprise additional or alternative information; or the services and the requirements thereof may be represented in a different manner.

[00130] Reference is now made to FIG. 12 which illustrates an example of generating a candidate routing solution 1202 from a model of a transit AS network 1204. In FIG. 12 the transit AS network comprises twelve interconnected nodes. As described above, as part of the modeling process each node is assigned a label or identifier (Node 1 ... Node 12) which uniquely identifies the node.

[00131] A candidate routing solution comprises a route through the network for each service. A route for a service comprises a combination of the nodes in the network. Accordingly, a
route may comprise all or a subset of the nodes in the network. The combination of nodes may be represented by an array or vector. In one example, the array or vector may comprise an ordered list of node IDs.

[00132] The candidate routing solutions may be generated in any suitable manner. For example, the candidate routing solutions may be randomly generated, the shortest paths may be selected as the candidate routing solutions, some constraints may be ignored in selecting the candidate routing solutions, the candidate routing solutions may be selected using swarming techniques, or the candidate routing solutions may be selected using a divergent/convergent path method. In other cases these methods may be combined to generate the candidate routing solutions. In some cases one or more of the candidate routing solutions may be seeded while the remainder are randomly selected.

[00133] For example, FIG. 11 illustrates a candidate routing solution 1202 that may be generated for the model transit AS network 1204. The candidate routing solution 1202 comprises a route for each service in the demand matrix 1102. For example the route for service S_1 comprises nodes 4 and 3; the route for service S_2 comprises nodes 4, 5, 11, 6, 12, 7 and 8; the route for service S_3 comprises nodes 4, 5, 10, 6, 12, 7 and 8; the route for service S_x comprises nodes 8, 7, 12, 6 and 3; the route for service S_{x-1} comprises nodes 8, 7, 12, 6 and 3; and the route for service S_{x-2} comprises nodes 8, 7, 12, 6, and 3.

[00134] Reference is now made to FIG. 13 which illustrates an example system 1300 for implementing the method 1000 of FIG. 10.

[00135] The system 1300 comprises a candidate generation module 1302 for generating and iteratively evolving the set of candidate routing solutions 1304; a candidate evaluation module 1306 for evaluating the candidate routing solutions 1304 to determine how well they meet the demands set out in the demand matrix 1308 and the one or more constraints 1310; and a stop condition module 1312 for determining, based on the evaluation of the candidate routing solutions 1304, when the iterative process can be stopped.

[00136] The candidate generation module 1302 receives the model of a transit AS network 1314 generated by the method 600 of FIG. 6 and the demand matrix 1308 and generates the set of candidate routing solutions 1304. As described above with respect to FIG. 12 each candidate routing solution comprises a route through the network for each service. Each route comprises an ordered set of nodes of the network. In some cases each route may be represented by a vector that comprises an ordered list of the nodes forming the route. An example candidate routing solution was described with reference to FIG. 12.
[00137] In some cases the candidate generation module 1302 is configured to initially generate a predetermined number M, in one example 50, candidate routing solutions 1304.

[00138] The candidate generation module 1302 is also configured to periodically update or evolve the set of candidate routing solutions 1304 by selecting one or more candidate routing solutions from the set of candidate routing solutions 1304, forming new candidate routing solutions from the selected candidate routing solutions (e.g. via mutation, mating (e.g. crossover), and/or a combination thereof), and replacing poorer candidate routing solutions with the new candidate routing solutions if they are better.

[00139] The candidate evaluation module 1306 evaluates each of the candidate routing solutions 1304 based on how well the candidate routing solution satisfies the demands in the demand matrix 1308 and the one or more specified constraints 1310.

[00140] As described above, the demand matrix 1308 provides a list of services to be routed through the network and the requirements of the service. A service represents traffic that is sent from a start node to a destination prefix. The requirement of a service is the amount of traffic sent between the start node and the destination prefix. An example demand matrix was described with reference to FIG. 11.

[00141] In some cases the candidate evaluation module 1306 is configured to generate a fitness value 1316 for each candidate routing solution based on the demands specified in the demand matrix 1308 and the set of constraints 310. The fitness value 1316 provides a quantitative measure of how well the candidate routing solution meets the demands specified in the demand matrix 308 and the set of constraints 310. In some cases, the higher the fitness value the better the candidate, and the lower the fitness value the poorer the candidate. In some cases the fitness value is a number between 0 and 1 where 1 indicates an optimum candidate and 0 indicates a very poor candidate.

[00142] The fitness value 1316 for a particular candidate routing solution may be computed by calculating a sub-fitness value for each constraint; and combining the sub-fitness values (e.g. summing or averaging). In some cases the constraints are not of equal importance so the fitness value may take into account the relative importance of the constraints. For example, the fitness value may be a weighted sum or a weighted average of sub-fitness values where the weight used for each sub-fitness value indicates the relative importance of the corresponding constraint.

[00143] The stop condition module 1312 determines when the iterative process of evaluating and updating/evolving the candidate routing solutions 1304 can end. In particular, the stop condition module 1312 determines that the iterative process can stop if at least one stop
condition has been met. One or more stop conditions may indicate that a sufficiently optimum routing solution has been identified. For example, the stop conditions may comprise one or more of: if the best fitness value in the set of fitness values 1316 is within a predetermined percentage, x, of the optimum fitness value; if the best fitness value in the set of fitness values 1316 has not improved or changed after a predetermined number, y, of iterations; or if the best fitness value has a percentage likelihood of being the optimum fitness value over a predetermined threshold.

[00144] If the stop condition module 1312 determines that at least one stop condition is met then the stop condition module 1312 selects the candidate routing solution or solutions that has/have the best fitness value and outputs the selected routing solutions or solutions at the optimum routing solution 1318.

[00145] Reference is now made to FIG. 14 which illustrates various components of an exemplary computing-based device 1400 which may be implemented as any form of a computing and/or electronic device, and in which embodiments of the methods and systems described herein may be implemented.

[00146] Computing-based device 1400 comprises one or more processors 1402 which may be microprocessors, controllers or any other suitable type of processors for processing computer executable instructions to control the operation of the device in order to identify the bandwidth requirements of multiple services running over a network. In some examples, for example where a system on a chip architecture is used, the processors 1402 may include one or more fixed function blocks (also referred to as accelerators) which implement a part of the any of the methods of generating a model of a transit AS network, using the model to determine the routing of traffic in a failure scenario, and using the model to determine the optimum routing of traffic in a failure scenario in hardware (rather than software or firmware). Platform software comprising an operating system 1404 or any other suitable platform software may be provided at the computing-based device to enable application software 1406, such as a transit AS model generating module to be executed on the computing based device 1400.

[00147] The computer executable instructions may be provided using any computer-readable media that is accessible by computing based device 1400. Computer-readable media may include, for example, computer storage media such as memory 1408 and communications media. Computer storage media (i.e. non-transitory machine readable media), such as memory 1208, includes volatile and non-volatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. Computer storage
media includes, but is not limited to, RAM, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other non-transmission medium that can be used to store information for access by a computing device. In contrast, communication media may embody computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data in a modulated data signal, such as a carrier wave, or other transport mechanism. As defined herein, computer storage media does not include communication media. Although the computer storage media (i.e. non-transitory machine readable media, e.g. memory 1408) is shown within the computing-based device 1400 it will be appreciated that the storage may be distributed or located remotely and accessed via a network or other communication link (e.g. using communication interface 1410).

[00148] The computing-based device 1400 also comprises an input/output controller 1412 arranged to output display information to a display device 1414 which may be separate from or integral to the computing-based device 1400. The display information may provide a graphical user interface. The input/output controller 1412 is also arranged to receive and process input from one or more devices, such as a user input device 1416 (e.g. a mouse or a keyboard). In an embodiment the display device 1414 may also act as the user input device 1416 if it is a touch sensitive display device. The input/output controller 1412 may also output data to devices other than the display device, e.g. a locally connected printing device (not shown in FIG. 14).

[00149] The term ‘processor’ and ‘computer’ are used herein to refer to any device, or portion thereof, with processing capability such that it can execute instructions. The term ‘processor’ may, for example, include central processing units (CPUs), graphics processing units (GPUs or VPsUs), physics processing units (PPUs), digital signal processors (DSPs), general purpose processors (e.g. a general purpose GPU), microprocessors, any processing unit which is designed to accelerate tasks outside of a CPU, etc. Those skilled in the art will realize that such processing capabilities are incorporated into many different devices and therefore the term ‘computer’ includes set top boxes, media players, digital radios, PCs, servers, mobile telephones, personal digital assistants and many other devices.

[00150] Those skilled in the art will realize that storage devices utilized to store program instructions can be distributed across a network. For example, a remote computer may store an example of the process described as software. A local or terminal computer may access the remote computer and download a part or all of the software to run the program. Alternatively, the local computer may download pieces of the software as needed, or execute some software instructions at the local terminal and some at the remote computer (or
computer network). Those skilled in the art will also realize that by utilizing conventional techniques known to those skilled in the art that all, or a portion of the software instructions may be carried out by a dedicated circuit, such as a DSP, programmable logic array, or the like.

[00151] Memories storing machine executable data for use in implementing disclosed aspects can be non-transitory media. Non-transitory media can be volatile or non-volatile. Examples of volatile non-transitory media include semiconductor-based memory, such as SRAM or DRAM. Examples of technologies that can be used to implement non-volatile memory include optical and magnetic memory technologies, flash memory, phase change memory, resistive RAM.

[00152] A particular reference to “logic” refers to structure that performs a function or functions. An example of logic includes circuitry that is arranged to perform those function(s). For example, such circuitry may include transistors and/or other hardware elements available in a manufacturing process. Such transistors and/or other elements may be used to form circuitry or structures that implement and/or contain memory, such as registers, flip flops, or latches, logical operators, such as Boolean operations, mathematical operators, such as adders, multipliers, or shifters, and interconnect, by way of example. Such elements may be provided as custom circuits or standard cell libraries, macros, or at other levels of abstraction. Such elements may be interconnected in a specific arrangement. Logic may include circuitry that is fixed function and circuitry can be programmed to perform a function or functions; such programming may be provided from a firmware or software update or control mechanism. Logic identified to perform one function may also include logic that implements a constituent function or sub-process. In an example, hardware logic has circuitry that implements a fixed function operation, or operations, state machine or process.

[00153] Any range or device value given herein may be extended or altered without losing the effect sought, as will be apparent to the skilled person.

[00154] It will be understood that the benefits and advantages described above may relate to one embodiment or may relate to several embodiments. The embodiments are not limited to those that solve any or all of the stated problems or those that have any or all of the stated benefits and advantages.

[00155] Any reference to 'an' item refers to one or more of those items. The term 'comprising' is used herein to mean including the method blocks or elements identified, but that such blocks or elements do not comprise an exclusive list and an apparatus may contain additional blocks or elements and a method may contain additional operations or elements. Furthermore, the blocks, elements and operations are themselves not impliedly closed.
[00156] The steps of the methods described herein may be carried out in any suitable order, or simultaneously where appropriate. The arrows between boxes in the figures show one example sequence of method steps but are not intended to exclude other sequences or the performance of multiple steps in parallel. Additionally, individual blocks may be deleted from any of the methods without departing from the spirit and scope of the subject matter described herein. Aspects of any of the examples described above may be combined with aspects of any of the other examples described to form further examples without losing the effect sought. Where elements of the figures are shown connected by arrows, it will be appreciated that these arrows show just one example flow of communications (including data and control messages) between elements. The flow between elements may be in either direction or in both directions.

[00157] It will be understood that the above description of a preferred embodiment is given by way of example only and that various modifications may be made by those skilled in the art. Although various embodiments have been described above with a certain degree of particularity, or with reference to one or more individual embodiments, those skilled in the art could make numerous alterations to the disclosed embodiments without departing from the spirit or scope of this invention.
Claims

1. A system to determine a route of a service through a transit autonomous system, the system comprising:

   a memory; and

   a processor in communication with the memory, the processor configured to:

   receive a topology of the transit autonomous system, the topology comprising a plurality of nodes, the plurality of nodes comprising at least two border gateway protocol nodes;

   receive a routing information base for each border gateway protocol node, each routing information base comprising at least one route for each of a plurality of internet protocol prefixes, each route comprising a next hop associated with a border gateway protocol node;

   generate, for each border gateway protocol node, a prioritized next hop table from the routing information base for the border gateway protocol node, the prioritized next hop table comprising a prioritized list of next hops for each internet protocol prefix;

   store the prioritized next hop table for each border gateway protocol node in the memory;

   generate, for each border gateway protocol node, a routing table from the prioritized next hop table, the routing table comprising the best next hop for each internet protocol prefix;

   store the routing table for each border gateway protocol node in the memory; and

   determine a route of a service through the transit autonomous system in a failure scenario using the prioritized next hop table and the routing table of the border gateway protocol nodes.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein the processor is further configured to:

assign each node a node identifier; and

replace each next hop in each prioritized next hop table and each routing table with the node identifier of the associated node.

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein generating the prioritized next hop table for a border gateway protocol node comprises applying a best path algorithm to the one or more routes in the routing information base for each prefix to determine the priority of the one or more routes.

4. The system of any of claims 1 to 3, wherein the processor is further configured to associate each next hop with a node based on the information in the routing information bases.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the processor is further configured to categorize each border gateway protocol node as one of a gateway node, a peer node and an internal node.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the categorization of a border gateway protocol node is based on whether the next hops associated with the border gateway protocol node are external to the transit autonomous system.

7. The system of any of claims 1 to 6, wherein each next hop is represented by an Internet Protocol address.

8. The system of any of claims 1 to 7, wherein determining the route of a service through the transit autonomous system in the failure scenario comprises:

identifying invalid next hops in each routing table, an invalid next hop being a next hop that is inaccessible in the failure scenario; and

for each routing table, replacing each invalid next hop with the next valid next hop in the corresponding prioritized next hop table to generate an updated routing table.
9. The system of claim 8, wherein the route of the service through the transit autonomous system comprises one or more nodes and determining the route of the service through the transit autonomous system further comprises identifying the border gateway protocol nodes of the route from the updated routing tables.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein determining the route of the service through the transit autonomous system comprises identifying one or more nodes between identified border gateway protocol nodes using one or more routing protocols other than border gateway protocol.

11. The system of any of claims 1 to 10, wherein the processor is further configured to determine an optimum route of the service through the transit autonomous system in the failure scenario based on one or more constraints using the prioritized next hop table and the routing table of each border gateway protocol.

12. The system of claim 11, wherein determining the optimum route of the service comprises:

receiving a demand matrix for the transit autonomous system, the demand matrix specifying a demand for each of a plurality of services, the plurality of services comprising the service for which an optimum route through the transit autonomous system is being determined;

generating a set of candidate routing solutions from the topology and the demand matrix, each candidate routing solution comprising a route through the transit autonomous system for each service of the plurality of services;

iteratively evaluating each of the candidate routing solutions based on how well the candidate routing solution satisfies the one or more constraints and the demands; and

iteratively evolving the set of candidate routing solutions until a stop condition has been met.

13. The system of claim 11 or claim 12, wherein the processor is further configured to compare the route of the service through the network in the failure scenario to the optimum route of the service through the network in the failure scenario to identify
one or more changes to be made to the transit autonomous system to achieve the optimum route of the service through the network in the failure scenario.

14. The system of claim 13, further comprising means to implement the one or more changes to the transit autonomous system to alter the way the service will be routed through the network in the failure scenario.

15. The system of any of claims 1 to 14, wherein the transit autonomous system uses border gateway protocol to route traffic between autonomous systems.

16. A computer-implemented method to determine a route of a service through a transit autonomous system, the method comprising:

receiving, at a computing-based device, a topology of the transit autonomous system, the topology comprising a plurality of nodes, the plurality of nodes comprising at least two border gateway protocol nodes;

receiving, at the computing-based device, a routing information base for each border gateway protocol node, each routing information base comprising at least one route for each of plurality of internet protocol prefixes, each route comprising a next hop associated with a border gateway protocol node;

generating, using the computing-based device, for each border gateway protocol node, a prioritized next hop table from the routing information base for the border gateway protocol node, the prioritized next hop table comprising a prioritized list of next hops for each internet protocol prefix;

storing the prioritized next hop table for each border gateway protocol node;

generating, using the computing-based device, for each border gateway protocol node, a routing table from the prioritized next hop table, the routing table comprising the best next hop for each internet protocol prefix;

storing the routing table for each border gateway protocol node; and

determining a route of a service through the transit autonomous system in a failure scenario using the prioritized next hop tables and the routing tables of the border gateway protocol nodes.
17. The method of claim 16, further comprising:

assigning each node a node identifier; and

replacing each next hop in each prioritized next hop table and each routing table with the node identifier of the associated node.

18. The method of claim 16 or claim 17, wherein generating the prioritized next hop table for a border gateway protocol node comprises applying a best path algorithm to the one or more routes in the routing information base for each prefix to determine the priority of the one or more routes.

19. The method of any of claims 16 to 18, further comprising associating each next hop with a node based on the information in the routing information bases.

20. The method of claim 19, further comprising categorizing each border gateway protocol node as one of a gateway node, a peer node and an internal node.

21. The method of claim 20, wherein the categorization of a border gateway protocol node is based on whether the next hops associated with the border gateway protocol node are external to the transit autonomous system.

22. The method of any of claims 16 to 21, wherein each next hop is represented by an Internet Protocol address.

23. The method of any of claims 16 to 22, wherein determining the route of a service through the transit autonomous system in the failure scenario comprises:

identifying invalid next hops in each routing table, an invalid next hop being a next hop that is inaccessible in the failure scenario; and

for each routing table, replacing each invalid next hop with the next valid next hop in the corresponding prioritized next hop table to generate an updated routing table.

24. The method of claim 23, wherein the route of the service through the transit autonomous system comprises one or more nodes and determining the route of the
service through the transit autonomous system further comprises identifying the border gateway protocol nodes of the route from the updated routing tables.

25. The method of claim 24, wherein determining the route of the service through the transit autonomous system comprises determining the nodes between identified border gateway protocol nodes using one or more standard routing protocols other than border gateway protocol.

26. The method of any of claims 16 to 25, further comprising determining an optimum route of the service through the transit autonomous system in the failure scenario based on one or more constraints using the prioritized next hop table and the routing table of each border gateway protocol node.

27. The method of claim 26, wherein determining the optimum route for the service comprises:

   receiving a demand matrix for the transit autonomous system, the demand matrix specifying a demand for each of the plurality of services;

   generating a set of candidate routing solutions from the topology and the demand matrix, each candidate routing solution comprising a route through the transit autonomous system for each service of the plurality of services;

   iteratively evaluating each of the candidate routing solutions based on how well the candidate routing solution satisfies the one or more constraints and the demands; and

   iteratively evolving the set of candidate routing solutions until a stop condition has been met.

28. The method of claim 26 or claim 27, further comprising comparing the route of the service through the network in the failure scenario to the optimum route of the service through the network in the failure scenario to identify one or more changes to be made the transit autonomous system to achieve the optimum route for the service through the network.
29. The method of claim 28, further comprising implementing the one or more changes to the transit autonomous system to alter the way the service will be routed through the network in the failure scenario.

30. The method of any of claims 16 to 29, wherein the transit autonomous system uses border gateway protocol to route traffic between autonomous systems.

31. A computer readable storage medium having encoded thereon computer readable program code which when run by a computer causes the computer to perform the method of any of claims 16 to 28.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>* 0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td>10.0.138.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 174 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 174 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* 1.0.0.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* i</td>
<td>10.0.134.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt;</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 4826 38803 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*&gt; i</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 4826 38803 56203 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 3**
**Generate Model of Transit Autonomous System Network**

**Determine How Traffic Will Be Routed in Steady State Using Model**

**Determine How Traffic Will Be Routed in Failure Scenarios Using Model**

**Determine Optimum Routing in Failure Scenarios Using Model**

**Determine Changes to Transit AS Network to Achieve Optimum Routing**

*FIG. 5*
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606
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610
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612
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614
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FIG. 6
### NETWORK DATA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>LocPrf</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td>10.0.136.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 174 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.136.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 174 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 3356 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i1.0.0.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.134.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 2628 15169 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i1.0.4.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 7545 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 4826 38803 56203 i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>123 6939 4826 38803 56203 i</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TABLES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>1st Next Hop</th>
<th>2nd Next Hop</th>
<th>3rd Next Hop</th>
<th>4th Next Hop</th>
<th>5th Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td>10.0.136.99</td>
<td>10.0.136.1</td>
<td>10.0.136.2</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.0.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>10.0.138.71</td>
<td>10.0.134.1</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.4.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td>10.0.138.2</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
<td>10.0.128.2</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.0.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.4.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.138.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>10.0.128.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>1st Next Hop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.0.0/24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.4.0/24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 7**
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ROUTE_S₁ = [NODE 4, NODE 5, NODE 10, NODE 6, NODE 12, NODE 7, NODE 8, NODE 9]
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FIG. 10
### Demand Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service ID</th>
<th>Starting Node</th>
<th>Destination IP Prefix</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S₁</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>1.0.1.0/24</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₂</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S₃</td>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sₓ</td>
<td>Node 9</td>
<td>1.0.1.0/24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sₓ₊₁</td>
<td>Node 9</td>
<td>1.0.5.0/24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sₓ₊₂</td>
<td>Node 9</td>
<td>1.0.6.0/24</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sₓ⁺ⁿ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 11**
Candidate Routing Solution

ROUTE_S1 = [NODE 4, NODE 3]
ROUTE_S2 = [NODE 4, NODE 5, NODE 11, NODE 6, NODE 12, NODE 7, NODE 8]
ROUTE_S3 = [NODE 4, NODE 5, NODE 10, NODE 6, NODE 12, NODE 7, NODE 8]
... 
... 
ROUTE_Sx = [NODE 8, NODE 7, NODE 12, NODE 6, NODE 3]
ROUTE_Sx+1 = [NODE 8, NODE 7, NODE 12, NODE 6, NODE 3]
ROUTE_Sx+2 = [NODE 8, NODE 7, NODE 12, NODE 6, NODE 3]
... 
... 
ROUTE_SM ...
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